


Is a leading international studio dedicated to contemporary and pragmatic 
architecture; in charge of the architectural designs of recognized Real Estate 
companies. Currently, the office has numerous completed and ongoing projects 
in various countries such as the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Nigeria, Brazil, 
France, the United Kingdom, the United States, Russia, Mexico, among others.

CREATO is the place where great ideas emerge, seeking to motivate people to 
live a better life through architecture, creating and living in the future, now.



JAVIER CUEVAS

The architect Javier Cuevas, demonstrates a remarkable pursuit of perfection 
through his awe-inspiring designs. His creations embody an extraordinary level 
of craftsmanship that approaches the realm of absolute perfection.

With his wealth of experience and distinctive architectural style, Javier Cuevas 
has had the privilege of designing in some of the most coveted locations 
worldwide, including renowned cities such as New York, Saudi Arabia, Dubai, 
France, and the United Kingdom, among others. These exceptional sites have 
served as the backdrop for his remarkable creations, ranging from exquisite 
luxury residences to elaborate complexes sought after by celebrities and royal 
families in the Middle East.

Dedication  Expertise  Passion



THE TEAM

In our studio, we are embarking on a visionary journey to redefine a visual 
language that transcends cultural boundaries, embraces harmony with nature 
and history, and yet propels us into the future, here and now. Our mission is 
to inspire individuals to lead enriched lives through the transformative power 
of architecture.

In a world characterized by constant evolution, CREATO thrives on creating 
dynamic designs that seamlessly adapt to this ever-changing landscape. We 
strive to craft a cosmopolitan and borderless architecture that resonates with 
a connected world, transcending geographical barriers and resonating equally 
in the East and the West.
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Our offices are a sample of the ultramodern and high-tech architecture 
that distinguishes us. A project for ourselves that works as an 
architectural showroom too.

CUBE 2

Av. Paseo Royal Country 4596
Puerta de Hierro
Zapopan, México CP 45116
info@creatoarquitectos.com

www.creatoarquitectos.com
@creatoarquitectos

Headquarters



OUR OFFICES

Our multidisciplinary office boasts a distinct artistic style that resonates deeply 
with our international clientele. We share a collective passion for pushing 
the boundaries of what can be achieved, blending uniqueness, dynamism, 
and grandeur in our architectural endeavors. We are driven by an unwavering 
dedication to exploring novel ideas and pushing them to their utmost potential.





Master Plan Projects

WAVE
ATMOSPHERE
VIVIENDA RESORT
CARNELIA CITY
SHAMS AR RIYADH
SANKOFA CITY
DISTRITO ROYAL COUNTRY
DISTRITO CANCUN
MYSORI COMPLEX

Luxury Residential Concept

DAWN VILLA
ICON VILLA
OCEAN VILLA
NAREEL VILLA
LANDSHAFT VILLA
LAURELES VILLA
REMAL VILLA
CASABLANCA VILLA
ALEXENCE VILLA
SIGNATURE VILLA
EAGLE VILLA
JURIQUILLA VILLA
KALIFA VILLA
AQUA HOUSE
PLAYA PARAÍSO

Residential Complex

DOHA FAMILY COMPLEX
RECREATIONAL COMPLEX
RIYADH FAMILY COMPLEX
CIDADE JARDIM
AL KHOBAR FAMILY COMPLEX

PROJECT PORTFOLIO

Towers

3 THOUSAND TOWER
ALJAZIRA BANK I
ALJAZIRA BANK II
FLORENCIA GARDENS
HELIOTROPO TOWER
JUAN PALOMAR TOWER
ROYAL TOWER
LÁZARO CÁRDENAS TOWER
PALM JUMEIRAH TOWER
SANTA MARÍA TOWER
THE BRIDE TOWER
VERONA TOWERWe excel in crafting innovative architectural designs that blend functionality 

with visual excellence. Our seasoned architects collaborate closely with clients 
to actualize their visions. With a breadth of experience spanning residential 
and commercial projects, we consistently deliver outstanding results.
 
Additionally, our commitment extends beyond design; Our architectural studio 
prioritize sustainability, ensuring our creations harmonize with the environment 
while meeting the highest standards of durability and aesthetics.

With a focus on uniqueness, dynamism and 
monumental design, we aspire to creato 
architectural marvels that leave a lasting 
impression.

We pride ourselves on our highrly defined 
architectural style.



MASTER PLAN
PROJECTS

WAVE
ATMOSPHERE
VIVIENDA RESORT
CARNELIA CITY
SHAMS AR RIYADH
SANKOFA CITY
DISTRITO ROYAL COUNTRY
DISTRITO CANCUN
MYSORI COMPLEX



Master Plan Projects

WAVE

In a paradisiac scenery where the sand and the sunlight prevail, 
overlooking the turquoise expanse of Praia Brava as well as the most 
cosmopolitan spot of Brasil, ATMOSPHERE, a unique collection of 
residences,  awaits you to make your experience the most unforgettable 
experience of your life.

PRAIA BRAVA, BRASIL



Master Plan Projects

WAVE



Master Plan Projects

WAVE



Master Plan Projects

ATMOSPHERE

In a paradisiac scenery where the sand and the sunlight prevail, 
overlooking the turquoise expanse of Praia Brava as well as the most 
cosmopolitan spot of Brasil, ATMOSPHERE, a unique collection of 
residences,  awaits you to make your experience the most unforgettable 
experience of your life.

GUARAPARI, BRASIL



Master Plan Projects

ATMOSPHERE



Master Plan Projects

ATMOSPHERE



Master Plan Projects

Conceptually, the Red Sea enters into the complex through a central 
space, which was left open with a landscape design composed by 
water features, pools and green areas with mixed vegetation. The 
volumes orbit around this powerful space that feels like an oasis in 
the middle of the buildings, and at the same time unifies them.

VIVIENDA
RESORT

JEDDAH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Master Plan Projects

VIVIENDA RESORT



Master Plan Projects

VIVIENDA RESORT



Master Plan Projects

Crowning a prime spot at Ain Sokhna, neighboring the International 
marina, Carnelia is imaginatively designed in harmony with nature to 
offer all residences unobscured sea views and a balanced lifestyle in 
sync with the ecosystem.

Carnelia is expertly planned on varied elevations starring a zero level up 
to 160 meters, allowing residents to enjoy exceptional Mountain views 
that open onto scenic seascapes. Boasting a private sandy beach for 
relaxation and entertainment, the avant-garde development captures 
the best of contemporary architecture to foster unique and intimate 
encounters with its surrounding elements.

CARNELIA
CITY

NEW CAIRO, EGYPT



Master Plan Projects

CARNELIA CITY



Master Plan Projects

CARNELIA CITY



Master Plan Projects

SHAMS AR
RIYADH

Introducing the first ever villas with interiors by Cavalli & VERSACE.

Experience the exhilarating beauty of life with interiors designed, the 
maison synonymous with Italian elegance, finest craftsmanship and 
luxurious detail.

Exquisite designs reflect the height of Italian fashion offering 
unprecedented levels of luxury living for the elite with the first fully 
automated homes in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Set within a vibrant location in northern Riyadh’s King Khalid Road, 
Shams Ar Riyadh grants you easy access to the city’s prime lifestyle 
destinations and top attractions.

King Rd Prince Saud bin Abdallah bin Juwi King Khaled Rd

RIYADH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Experience the exhilarating beauty of life with 
interiors designed, the maison synonymous 
with Italian elegance, finest craftsmanship and 
luxurious detail.

VILLA B
Interiors by ROBERTO CAVALLI

SHAMS AR RIYADH



VILLA A
Interiors by VERSACE

A world of Fashion, Glamour and Luxury

SHAMS AR RIYADH



Master Plan Projects

SHAMS AR RIYADH



Master Plan Projects

Located in Ghana, this new way of living gives the people the 
opportunity to become part of the future, proposing a futuristic city 
that contemplate all the necessities that an habitant could have, 
creating a fusion between sustainable living and urban life.
 
In the so-called “gold coast of Africa”   and nestled in a unique natural 
environment within the largest metropolis in this wonderful country 
full of history, heritage and culture. 

Sankofa City emerges in the middle of the city, the city of the future. 
With its imposing architecture it offers an ecological lifestyle that 
connects its inhabitants with their roots.

SANKOFA
CITY

ACCRA, GHANA



Master Plan Projects

SANKOFA CITY



Master Plan Projects

SANKOFA CITY



Master Plan Projects

In recent years, Zapopan has become the headquarters of the main 
international business centers in Latin America.

And  master plan Dstrito Royal is projected to be developed in one of 
the most sought-after places in the city, a spectacular complex that 
combines residential and commercial buildings. 
The projection of a city with future and great development is part of 
the ambition of its society.

DISTRITO 
ROYAL 
COUNTRY

ZAPOPAN, MEXICO



Master Plan Projects

DISTRITO ROYAL COUNTRY



Master Plan Projects

Distrito Cancun is composed of residential area, a school Macc, and 
commercial development, all of this joined in a unique and novel manner 
that mixes interiors and exteriors with the distinctive signature style 
of Creato. Dominating and perfecting volumes merging functionality, 
originality and esthetics. This development offers a hip and trendy 
lifestyle combining basic needs of education and recreation, bringing 
them close to the residential area. Attending to these needs Distrito 
Cancun offers several concepts like a Linea Park, which brings green 
areas in to the architecture of the complex creating harmonic spaces 
between design and nature.

The complex was planned since first instance giving special treatment 
to the areas that will be occupied by the younger students, in order 
to guarantee their security. Educational area, recreational area and 
cultural area merge in between interactive gardens, green areas and 
resting squares.

DISTRITO
CANCUN

CANCUN, MEXICO



Master Plan Projects

DISTRITO CANCUN



It is made up of a tower of residences with our unique and futuristic 
style. In addition, the complex has villas and they are unified by green 
and recreational areas.

Master Plan Projects

MYSORI
COMPLEX

MYSORI, INDIA



MYSORI COMPLEX

Master Plan Projects



LUXURY 
RESIDENTIAL
CONCEPT DAWN VILLA

ICON VILLA
OCEAN VILLA
NAREEL VILLA
LANDSHAFT VILLA
LAURELES VILLA
REMAL VILLA
CASABLANCA VILLA
ALEXENCE VILLA
SIGNATURE VILLA
ISLAND VILLA
JURIQUILLA VILLA
KALIFA VILLA
AQUA HOUSE
PLAYA PARAÍSO



The plot of Dawn has the luxury of looking strength to a golf camp and 
the aquamarine water of the Caribbean.

This beautiful landscape brings a place of creating beautiful clean 
architecture, open to the environment, mixing high-tech, and luxury 
marble finishes that bring to the villa a unique style.

DAWN VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

CANCUN, MEXICO



DAWN VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



DAWN VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



Our mission is always to reinvent ourselves in every project we design, 
icon house has not been an exception, with a new geometry that 
solves a complex architectural program, alluding to one piece of art, it 
is because it was born into that conception, from the initial sketches 
to the final rendering and modeling, the house has created like one 
beautiful piece.

We have designed icon house with the ultimate purpose of creating 
a surprising but cozy house,  with new spaces and at the same time 
inspiring for those who inhabit it.

ICON VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

ZAPOPAN, MEXICO



Luxury Residential Complex

ICON VILLA



Luxury Residential Complex

ICON VILLA



OCEAN
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

The Ocean villa, designed to maximize ocean views and all feature 
generous full-height living spaces. Large wraparound terraces dissolve 
the boundary between indoors and outdoors, creating “verandahs 
in the sky” that take advantage of Dhahran’s warm climate, capture 
refreshing sea breezes and encourage an outdoor lifestyle.

DHAHRAN, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Luxury Residential Complex

OCEAN VILLA



Luxury Residential Complex

OCEAN VILLA



NAREEL
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

This house is all about delivering a glamorous and sensuous experience 
that is visual and tactile and links meaningfully to the outdoors.

ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES



Luxury Residential Complex

NAREEL VILLA



The Landshaft Villa is on the border of a huge highland wildlife 
sanctuary.

Out of every room, you can enjoy spectacular views of green lands 
spreading down to the area. Public area is located on the ground floor. 
We enter the living room through the hall. The joint area of kitchen, 
dining room and living room is split into 2 zones. It has panoramic 
glazing on one side of the living room and an exit to the terrace with 
the pool.

LANDSHAFT
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

MOSCOW, RUSSIA



LANDSHAFT VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



The intricate volumetric shape of this project make it one of our 
symbolic pieces. Located in one of the most exclusive suburbs in 
Guadalajara city, seize the views and make a statement raising in 
between the wooded land.

Distribution solved in three levels contemplates recreational spaces 
as a basement bar, pool, and terraces, leaving in privacy the family 
spaces and bedrooms.

LAURELES 
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO



LAURELES VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



LAURELES VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



REMAL VILLA

REMAL VILLA concept is an interpretation of how wind and sand 
interact creating these natural sculptures. 

Wind and sand dialogue between each other sculpting sinuous dunes, 
we translate this conversation into architectural volumetric shape, 
merging into inner patios as “oasis”, those ecosystems juxtapose villa 
interiors and majlis, bringing outdoors, indoors.

Luxury Residential Complex

ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES



REMAL VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



REMAL VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



Casablanca a luxury mansion designed in the middle of a beautiful 
landscape composed by water features and abundant vegetation in 
the area. The volumetric proposal is right-angled but the intersection 
of gardens in the volume, make it dynamic. An ultra modern house 
that all spaces correspondent of having a nice harmony shape,  with 
strategics openings for enjoying the nature of what  it is  surrounded.

CASABLANCA
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

CASABLANCA, MOROCCO



Luxury Residential Complex

CASABLANCA



A piece of art for an artist, this villa reflects the intentions and soul 
of the owners, Alexcence villa was created with the intention of guard 
art.

She is an experimental artist that has the intention of creating art and 
has their collection in the house, for it has created a petite museum 
in the house.green areas.

ALEXENCE
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

ABUJA, NIGERIA



Luxury Residential Complex

ALEXENCE VILLA



SIGNATURE
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

The signature villa under the umbrella of EMAAR, one of the most 
iconic Creato style sourranded by the waters of the  Mediterranean 
Sea,  The home features a sectional roof that provides large overhangs 
to shield from the harsh summer sun and tall windows that allow 
natural light to flood the interior.

Designed in a unique style, and many feature beautiful architectural 
details such as high ceilings, large windows, and spacious outdoor 
living areas.

EL CAIRO, EGYPT



Luxury Residential Complex

SIGNATURE VILLA



EAGLE
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

In the middle of nature, facing the ocean landscape, Island Villa emerges, 
a luxury residence that reinvents the concept of a residential home. 
With its imposing architecture, it offers a unique sensory experience 
that plays with spaces, lights and its iconic shapes.

EL CAIRO, EGYPT



Luxury Residential Complex

EAGLE VILLA



A contemporary villa design located in the lovely residential 
neighborhood of Juriquilla Queretaro, with an amazing views to the 
lake, culminating in the elegance of the materials carefully chosen 
for its construction. The pure whiteness of the walls, the distinctive 
interplay with light are merged and rethought to suit the needs of 
contemporary life.

JURIQUILLA
VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

JURIQUILLA, MEXICO



JURIQUILLA VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex



The luxuries villa is located on one of the best parts of Abu Dhabi, 
a quiet and peaceful location, offering breath taking panoramic 
views,Laconic and elegant, the villa stands out for its originality and 
practicality, both outside and inside. Amazing views through the 
panoramic windows are complementing this project, creating a feeling 
of freedom and lightness.

KALIFA VILLA

Luxury Residential Complex

ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES



Luxury Residential Complex

KALIFA VILLA



The Aqua house is situated on the outskirts of San Antonio, elegantly 
projecting itself amidst the serene landscape. Expansive windows offer 
an awe-inspiring panorama of the untouched valley below, creating 
a truly breathtaking sight. Every element utilized in constructing 
this magnificent residence has been meticulously chosen: untreated 
concrete, richly textured wood, shimmering glade, and sleek metal, all 
harmoniously blending to form an architectural masterpiece.

AQUA HOUSE

Luxury Residential Complex

TEXAS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA



Luxury Residential Complex

AQUA HOUSE



The beachfront villa hideaway on the coast of Tulum opens fully to the 
outdoors and views of the Mexican Bay beyond.

The entrance to the private villa is on the narrow path that leads 
through the dense coastal vegetation and opens into the large open-
plan living room that looks out onto expansive views of the bay.

PLAYA
PARAISO

Luxury Residential Complex

TULUM, MEXICO



PLAYA PARAISO

Luxury Residential Complex



DOHA FAMILY COMPLEX
RECREATIONAL COMPLEX
RIYADH FAMILY COMPLEX
CIDADE JARDIM
AL KHOBAR FAMILY COMPLEX

RESIDENTIAL 
COMPLEX



This complex of four luxury mansions & a Majlis in Doha, Qatar, provides 
an extraordinary living experience for those who appreciate the finest 
things in life. Each mansion showcases its own unique architectural 
style and offers a wealth of amenities, combining comfort, elegance, 
and unmatched luxury to create a truly exceptional residential retreat.

Nestled within beautifully landscaped grounds, the complex exudes 
grandeur and tranquility. As you approach the entrance, you are greeted 
by ornate gates and a sweeping driveway lined with lush gardens and 
palm trees, setting the tone for the extraordinary experience that 
awaits within.

DOHA FAMILY 
COMPLEX

Residential Complex

DOHA, QATAR



Residential Complex

DOHA FAMILY COMPLEX



Residential Complex

DOHA FAMILY COMPLEX



Residential Complex

DOHA FAMILY COMPLEX



Family complex surrounded by trees in the arabic city of Riyadh

The project follows an unique architectural language of fluidity. Under 
the creative vision of CREATO Architects, the proposal combines the 
local culture and the ultra-futuristic vision of the studio.

RECREATIONAL
COMPLEX

Residential Complex

RIYADH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Residential Complex

RECREATIONAL COMPLEX



Residential Complex

RECREATIONAL COMPLEX



Residential Complex

RECREATIONAL COMPLEX



Unique architectural language of fluidity, with soft 
shapes and contours creating an artificial landscape. 

With the area there were a lot of possibilities so the process were an 
adventure. The design creates a transition between the natural and 
the man-made, the building and the landscape perfectly intertwine 
with each other. Riyadh Complex archives an innovative, futurist and 
attractive architecture.

RIYADH
FAMILY
COMPLEX

Residential Complex

RIYADH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Residential Complex

RIYADH FAMILY COMPLEX



Residential Complex

AL KHOBAR FAMILY COMPLEX



These villas complex its located in the heart of Sao Paulo, coming 
from the concept of blending with the landscape, Cidade Jardim gets 
shaped by the wind that runs the slope, giving birthday to a luxuries 
complex, that’s mark a new beginning for the architecture of Brazil. 

It has an experimental and sculptural propositive design.

CIDADE
JARDIM

Residential Complex

SAO PAULO, BRASIL



Residential Complex

CIDADE JARDIM



Residential Complex

CIDADE JARDIM



Located in the vibrant city of Alkhobar, known for its dynamic energy 
and thriving community, this residential complex offers a prime location 
for families to establish their roots and create lasting memories. 
Alkhobar’s unique blend of modernity and traditional charm sets the 
stage for a truly enriching lifestyle.

Each house within the complex showcases contemporary architectural 
design, seamlessly integrating elegance and functionality. The 
exteriors exude a sleek and sophisticated appeal, harmonizing with 
the surrounding environment while standing out as architectural 
masterpieces.

Inside, the houses boast spacious floor plans that prioritize both 
privacy and togetherness. Thoughtfully designed living areas create 
inviting spaces for families to gather and bond, whether it’s relaxing in 
the cozy family room, sharing meals in the dining area, or engaging in 
conversations in the open-plan kitchen.

AL KHOBAR
FAMILY
COMPLEX

Residential Complex

DAMMAM, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Residential Complex

AL KHOBAR FAMILY COMPLEX



Residential Complex

AL KHOBAR FAMILY COMPLEX



TOWERS
3 THOUSAND TOWER
ALJAZIRA BANK I
ALJAZIRA BANK II
FLORENCIA GARDENS
HELIOTROPO TOWER
JUAN PALOMAR TOWER
ROYAL TOWER
LÁZARO CÁRDENAS TOWER
PALM JUMEIRAH TOWER
SANTA MARÍA TOWER
THE BRIDE TOWER
VERONA TOWER



Towers

A strong and iconinc  Tower designed with the most luxury details, 
Flows vertically downward from its highest point.

The contemporary architecture takes its inspiration from nature in 
form and appearance,”

The aim is to create a vertical neighborhood by stacking multiple family 
homes in a complex yet elegant sculptural form. 

Its distinctive shape also enhances the views  it while optimizing 
daylight cover 

3 THOUSAND
TOWER

ZAPOPAN, MEXICO



3 THOUSAND TOWER

Towers



Towers

ALJAZIRA
BANK I

Aljazira Bank(BAJ) Regional Management Office building is located in 
the financial district of Riyad, the capital of Saudi Arabia. This project 
started as a proposal in a design contest, turning selected to be the 
winner.

This building houses different offices of the bank. The ultra-modern 
design proposes a unique shape and height that draws a horizon signed 
by the Creato style.  

The idea started with an intuitive and dynamic attitude combining an 
ultramodern style, taking inspiration from the desert and turbans as a 
symbol of its history and progress.

Lines are soft and challenging, making a reference of moving towards 
the future giving sensation of continuity through the landscape and 
air.

RIYADH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA



Towers

ALJAZIRA BANK I



RIYADH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

Towers

ALJAZIRA
BANK II

The objective of the project is to be the center of the new major 
development and corporate existence for the next 20 years. The Al 
Rahmaniyah project promotes sustainable areas within the environment 
and creates a high quality design that would be the landmark that 
integrates the surroundings.

The formal concept of the building is inspired by a flower that blooms. 
It contains powerful and inspiring symbolism about life, spirituality 
and strength. Values that we are looking to promote with the project 
and that are part of the ideals of Aljazira Bank.



Towers

ALJAZIRA BANK II



Towers

FLORENCIA
GARDENS

Florencia Gardens, designed by Creato and developed by Binvest, is 
an urban oasis where you can enjoy living luxury and comfort in an 
exquisite natural environment.

The concept is inspired by modern style, where each residential unit. 
It offers you magnificent panoramic views creating an atmosphere of 
serenity and connection with nature.”

ZAPOPAN, MEXICO



Towers

FLORENCIA GARDENS



Towers

FLORENCIA GARDENS



Towers

HELIOTROPO 
TOWER

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

In the middle of this incredible heliotrope tower city stands out for 
its modern and organic architecture, offering a vertical life experience 
with unparalleled luxury.

The facade is strongly recognizable from a great distance due to the 
discontinuous mass of the building and intentionally displaced.

It has oval cuts in the corners of the mezzanine slabs with the intention 
of softening the formal proposal and giving it a unique touch.



Towers

HELIOTROPO TOWER



Towers

JUAN 
PALOMAR
TOWER

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

Standing out for its ultra-modern design; this grand tower offers a 
unique sensory experience that plays with its monumental character, 
big scale size, lights and an iconic shape.

In its creative process, CREATO decided to analyze the landmarks of 
the city and rescue its virtues to project them on the tower. Iconic 
verticality, forming a meeting point with a long life over time, generating 
an attraction site through mixed uses. And for its formal proposal, 
the concept was the reinterpretation of architectural gestures from 
historic buildings to contemporary elements.

Use:  Residential
Area:  32,480 M2 Built
Land Area: 4,600 M2 Plot 
Other information: 4 parking basements, 40 levels. 190 residential 
apartments, hotel, retail & restaurants.



Towers

JUAN PALOMAR TOWER



Towers

ROYAL TOWER

CDMX, MEXICO

The project is made up of two towers interconnected by a two-level 
central core that contains premises for commercial use. The towers are 
for residential use, they contain different prototypes of apartments. 

The architectural program includes amenities and work areas. The 
contrast of the two buildings, very different from each other, is 
the main peculiarity of the project. In addition, public squares are 
generated that add to the city and that are unconventional.



Towers

ROYAL TOWER



Towers

LAZARO 
CARDENAS
TOWER

GUADALAJARA, MEXICO

is an innovative and luxury concept designed with the characteristic 
line of the firm, an inspiring place of magnificent spaces, monumental 
architecture that stands out from the urban environment.

With a monumental and unique design, the headquarters of this 
prestigious international brand takes care of the sculptural quality of 
the project; challenging the limits of design, physics and architecture.



LAZARO CARDENAS TOWER

Towers



Towers

PALM 
JUMEIRAH
TOWER

PALM JUMEIRAH, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 

Palm Jumeirah Complex by CREATO is developed in two entities and 
its volumetric complexity can be seen even inside the building, giving 
each space its own spatial individuality. It can be called experimental 
due to its formal diversity, organic volumes and sculptural forms.



Towers

PALM JUMEIRAH TOWER



Towers

SANTA MARIA
TOWER

MONTERREY, MEXICO

This tower makes its way to the high demand of avant-garde in 
Monterrey, this mixed-use complex finds the perfect fusion between 
the forms, uses, luxury, and a unique ultra-modern architectural style, 
making it unique and iconic. Its forms were designed to transmit 
lightness and height, projected from a more solid platform.

For the covering, a skin was chosen that would transmit the vocation 
of its interior, with the front side focusing on the Business Center, 
and the backside on Life Living. This is expressed through a play on 
the glass that, as the building develops, opens up and transforms, 
transmitting the same language to achieve its forms but with different 
accents.



Towers

SANTA MARIA TOWER



Towers

THE BRIDE
TOWER

JEDDAH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

Resembling a strong and iconinc concept as a wedding dress, the 
project follows a continuous and elegant silhoutte that flows vertically 
downward from its highest point at the main tower in plot A and 
integrates organically into a more horizontal base at the beach leve 
on the plots.

The main tower is a 21 storey building that stars with a large lobby and 
a shopping center with anchor stores, restaurants and luxury galleries 
from its base to the first 4 levels.

The rooms are divided into the middle levels and each of them have 
panoramic views to the beach and to the Red Sea. the guest can freely 
use the amenities and facilities which includes: sport areas, business 
centers and conference rooms.



Towers

THE BRIDE TOWER



Towers

VERONA
TOWER

ZAPOPAN, MEXICO

VERONA is an innovative and luxurious concept designed with the 
signature stroke of the firm, an inspiring place of magnificent spaces, 
monumental architecture that stands out from the urban environment.

A refuge in the most prestigious area of Zapopan, homes that inspire 
and welcome, for owners with unique character, VERONA turns the 
owner’s home into an experience.
 
In the middle of this amazing city, Verona Tower stands out for its 
modern and organic architecture; offering a vertical living experience 
with unmatched luxury.
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TORRE CUBE 2
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